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1. We say that a bounded linear operator A on a Hubert space H
is nearly normal if A commutes with A*A. Recall that if B is a normal
operator on K and H is an invariant subspace for B, then the operator
A = B\H is said to be subnormal. If the smallest reducing subspace for
B containing H is K, then B is said to be the minimal normal extension
of A. This is unique to an isomorphism (cf. [3]). It is well-known that
every nearly normal operator is subnormal. The purpose of this paper
is to give certain necessary and sufficient conditions under which two
nearly normal operators on H have the mutually commuting normal ex-
tensions on K.

2. For our purpose, we shall consider the following problem: Given
a nearly normal operator A on H, and Bf its minimal normal extension
on K, when can an operator T on H be extended to an operator Te on
K in such a manner that Te commutes with BΊ This problem for general
subnormal operators was first solved by Bram [1]. We state here it
without proof.

PROPOSITION. Let A on H be a subnormal operator with the minimal
normal extension B on K. Then the necessary and sufficient condition
that an operator T on H has an extension Te on K such that Te commutes
with B is that (a) T commutes with A, and (b) there exists a positive
constant c such that for every finite set x0, xl9 , xr in H we have
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If the extension Te exists, it is unique.

Now we state the following lemmas given in [4] without proof.

LEMMA 1. If A is a nearly normal operator on H and if E is the
projection from H on ^ΓA = {xe H; Ax = 0}, then Ee R(A) Π R{A)' where


